
Year 5 
yearly 
overview 
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1 2 1 2 1 2

Topic To Infinity and Beyond
SCIENCE

 

Harry Potter
BOOK STUDY

Egyptians 
HISTORY

Deadly 60
GEOGRAPHY 

Island Survival 
PE 

Music Festival 
DT/MUSIC/ART

Trips/Cultural
capital 

Visit Magna Harry Potter feast in school and 
an Author visit

Workshop in school Flamingo Land zoo with an 
animal workshop 

Residential trip to Peat Rigg Visit  a  musical  show  of
some kind 

End Goal ? Decide with children To write our own Harry Potter 
stories and invite parents in for a
story read.

To create an interactive 
Egyptian museum in the 
classroom for parents to 
visit. 

To design and create our own
deadliest animals.

To create own island in 
groups and present to the 
class – which island will 
win?

To organise a music 
festival on the school 
field. 

Class novel Space themed novel Secrets of a Sun King – Amma Carroll The Explorere by Katherine Rudnell 

Writing 
Genres

Instructions, recount (diary/report), non-chronological report, letters, persuasion (advert/leaflet/argument), biography, balanced argument (speech/essay/letter), newspaper, story (novels and 
stories by significant children’s authors & stories from other cultures), poetry

Writing 7 x week term

1 x week
Poetry – linked to psace and planet
points school system 
I can use some careful vocabulary 
choices in my writing
I always use carefully selected 
vocabulary which reflects audience
& purpose

2 x weeks 
Biography – Tim Peak
I can use a range of simple, 
complex and compound sentences
I can use a range of sentence 
openers: adjectives, nouns, adverb,
verbs, prepositional

I can use of s' and 's for possession 

7 x weeks term

1 x week
Poetry – link to potions

1 x week
Explanations– Quidditch rules 
and how to play 

3 x weeks
Stories by signicant children’s 
authors– linked to Harry Potter

1 x week
Formal letter writing Formal – 
acceptance letters to Hogwarts

6 x weeks term 

2 x weeks
Instructions – making a 
mummy 

2 x weeks 
Non-chronolgoical report –
Egyptians (pyrmaids, gods, 
tombs, pharohs)

1 x weeks
Drama and role play – 
linked to Egytpians 

5 x weeks term

2 x weeks 
Newspaper report – Deadly 
animals escape Flamingo 
Land 

1 x weeks 
Balanced argument – who 
has created the deadliest 
animal in the class 

1 x week
Poetry – linked to animals  

7 x week term

3 x weeks 
Stories from other cultures
– island survival stories 
from around the world 

1 x week – residential trip

2 x weeks 
Recount – Peat Rigg 

1 X week
Letter informal – from the 
island 

7 x week term 

2 x weeks
Persuasuion –  radio 
adverts to advertise the 
festival 

2 x weeks 
Persuasion – leaflets to 
tell visitors about the 
festival  

1 x weeks 
Poetry – link to 
performance 

1 x week – festival 
preparation 
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correctly
I can use apostrophes for 
contraction, apostrophes for 
possession accurately 
I can used developed ideas and 
description throughout my writing

2 x week
Diary write – write a diary from in 
space
I can use fronted adverbials
I can use adverbial phrases in 
different positions within a 
sentence: Beginning, Embedded, 
Ending
I can adapt my writing to suit 
different audiences and purposes

I can use paragraphs organised 
around a theme
I can make links within and 
between my paragraphs
I can use developed links across 
sentences and paragraphs

I can use prepositional phrases
I can use colons

1 x week 
Information writing- link  to 
planets
I can use some genre specific 
features: Non-Narrative
I can use genre specific features: 
Non-Narrative

I can use adverbs to give more 
detail
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I can use adverbial phrases

I can use a range of subordinating 
conjunctions: although, even 
though, because, which
Commas to mark clauses
I can adapt my writing to suit 
different audiences and purposes

Writing I can use some genre specific features: Narrative
I can use some genre specific features: Non-Narrative
I can spell most year 3-4 words correctly
I can maintain legibility in joined handwriting
I can use some careful vocabulary choices in my writing
I can use a range of simple, complex and compound sentences
I can use fronted adverbials
I can use adverbs to give more detail
I can use paragraphs organised around a theme
I can use pronouns and noun phrases to avoid repetition
I can use of s' and 's for possession correctly
I can use a range of subordinating conjunctions: although, even though, because, which
I can use a range of co-ordinating conjunctions: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so
I can use the following mostly accurately; Capital letters including for proper nouns, Full stops, Exclamation marks, Question Marks, Commas for lists, Inverted commas
SECURE
I can use genre specific features: Narrative
I can use genre specific features: Non-Narrative
I can use modal verbs: could, can, might, would, if
I can use suffixes and prefixes to modify root words: ate, ise, ify
I can use different verb forms accurately:past, present and future tense
I can make links within and between my paragraphs
I always use carefully selected vocabulary which reflects audience & purpose
I can use a range of sentence openers: adjectives, nouns, adverb, verbs, prepositional
I can use adverbial phrases in different positions within a sentence: Beginning, Embedded, Ending
I can use short sentences for impact
I can use adverbial phrases
I can use prepositional phrases
I can use noun phrases
I can spell most Year 3 and 4 words correctly
I can spell some Year 5 and 6 words correctly
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I can use 
the 

following mostly accurately:Apostrophes for contraction, Apostrophes for possession, Inverted commas to set out speech accurately, Commas to mark clauses 
I can use the following with some accuracy:Dash, Parenthesis (brackets)
GREATER DEPTH
I can use colons, semi- colons and hyphens
I can use dialogue to show character and advance action
I can use developed links across sentences and paragraphs
I can adapt my writing to suit different audiences and purposes
I can used developed ideas and description throughout my writing

Spelling Spelling shed possibly?

Science Earth and Space 

Sc5/4.1a    describe the 
movement of the Earth, and 
other planets, relative to the 
Sun in the solar system

Sc5/4.1b    describe the 
movement of the Moon 
relative to the Earth

Sc5/4.1c    describe the Sun, 
Earth and Moon as 
approximately spherical bodies

Sc5/4.1d    use the idea of the 
Earth’s rotation to explain day 
and night, and the apparent 
movement of the sun across 
the sky

Sc5/1.3    recording data and 
results of increasing complexity 
using scientific diagrams and 
labels, classification keys, tables, 
and bar and line graphs

Forces 
Sc5/4.2a    explain that unsupported objects fall towards the 
Earth because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth 
and the falling object

Sc5/4.2b    identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance
and friction, that act between moving surfaces

Sc5/4.2c    recognise that some mechanisms including levers, 
pulleys and gears allow a smaller force to have a greater effect

Sc5/1.1    planning different types of scientific enquiries to 
answer questions, including recognising and controlling 
variables where necessary

Sc5/1.2    taking measurements, using a range of scientific 
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision

Sc5/1.4    using test results to make predictions to set up 
further comparative and fair tests

Living things and their 
habitats
Sc5/2.1    Living Things and 
their habitats
Sc5/2.1a    describe the 
differences in the life cycles 
of a mammal, an amphibian, 
an insect and a bird

Sc5/2.1b    describe the life 
process of reproduction in 
some plants and animals.

Animals including humans

Sc5/2.2a    describe the 
changes as humans develop 
to old age.

Sc5/1.6    identifying 
scientific evidence that has 
been used to support or 
refute ideas or arguments.

Properties and changes of materials
Sc5/3.1a    compare and group together everyday 
materials on the basis of their properties, including their
hardness, solubility, transparency, conductivity 
(electrical and thermal), and response to magnets 

Sc5/3.1b    know that some materials will dissolve in 
liquid to form a solution, and describe how to recover a 
substance from a solution 

Sc5/3.1c      use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to
decide how mixtures might be separated, including 
through filtering, sieving and evaporating 

Sc5/3.1d    give reasons, based on evidence from 
comparative and fair tests, for the particular uses of 
everyday materials, including metals, wood and plastic

Sc5/3.1e    demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and 
changes of state are reversible changes

Sc5/3.1f    explain that some changes result in the 
formation of new materials, and that this kind of change
is not usually reversible, including changes associated 
with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of 
soda.
Scientific Eqnuiry and recap 
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Sc5/1.5    reporting and presenting findings from 
enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships 
and explanations of results, in oral and written forms 
such as displays and other presentations

History I can decrsibe events from the 
past using dates when things 
happened – link to medieval 
beliefs on witchcraft 

I know how an event, or events 
from the past have shaped our 
lives today – link to witcraft and 
wizardy 

I can draw a timeline with 
different historical periods 
showing key histoical 
events or lives of significant
people – key events for the
Egyptians 

I know how Britain has had 
a major influence on the 
world. 

I know how the lives of 
wealthy people were 
different from the lives of 
pooer people – wealthy 
Egyptians and pharohs

I know where the Anglo 
Saxons came from
I know at least two famous 
Anglo Saxon
I can use a timeline to 
show when the Anglo 
Saxons were in England
I know the link between 
Anglo Saxons and 
Christinaity
I know that many Anglo 
Saxons were farmers
I know that the Abglo 
Saxons gave us many of the
words we use today – all 
linked to Anglo Saxons

Geography I know, name and locate capital 
cities of neighbouring European 
countries – link to space missions 
of these countries 

I know the countries that make up 
the European Union – link to 
European space launches

I know why cities are 
situated near rivers  - link 
to the Nile 

I know about, name and 
locate many of the worlds 
most famous mountain 
regions – link to the deady 
animals that love there
I know about the course of a 
river – Amazon and deadly 
animals that live in the 
Amazon
I name and locate many of 
the world’s most famous 
rivers -link to the animals 
living in them
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I know why ports are 
important and the role they 
play in distributing goods 
around the world.

RE Mel PPA Mel PPA Mel PPA Mel PPA Mel PPA Mel PPA

Computing We are VR designers We are cryptographers We are architects We are web developers We are adventure gamers We are game developers 

Algorithms & programming
Combine sequences of instructions and procedures to turn devices on and off.
Use technology to control an external device
Design algorithms that use repition and 2-way slection
Information technology
Analyse info
Evaluate info
Understand how search results are selected and ranked
Edit a film
Digital Literacy
Understand that you have to make choices when using technology ad that not evertythign is true and safe 
Internet safety

PE Outdoor and Adventure
I follow a map into an 
unknown location
I use clues and a compass 
to navigate a route
I change my route to 
overcome a problem

Games
I gainpossession by working in a team
I pass in different ways
I use forehand and backhand with a racket
I can field
I choose a tactic for defending and ttacking
I  use a number of techniques to pass, dribble and shoot
Gymnastics
I make complex extended sequences
I combine action, balance and shape
I perform consistently to different audiences
Dance
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I compose
my own 

dances in a creative way
I perorm to an accompaniment
My dance shows clarity, fluency, accuracy and consistency.
Athletics
I control when taking off and landing
I throw with accuracy
I combine running and jumping

Art Art –
Research the work of an artist 
and use their work to replicate a 
style

Identify and draw obecjts use 
marks and line, to produce 
texture

Art
Use shading to create 
mood and feeling

Organise line, tone, shape 
and colour to represent 
figures and forms in 
movement

Use shading to create 
mood and feeling

Express emotion in art

Create an accurate print 
design following crietria

DT I show that I can both be 
hygienic and safe in the kitchen –
link to making Harry Potter feast

DT – Mel teaching 
I can produce a detailed 
step by step plan.
I can suggest alternative 
plans; outlining the positive
features and draw backs
I can evaluate appearance 
and function against 
original crietral. 
I can use a range of tools 
and equipment 
competently
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I can make a prototype 
before making a final 
version

Music Solar System At the Movies Our Community Life Cycles Keeping Healthy Celebration 

Knowledge
I know how to choose the most appropratite tempo for a piece of music
I know how to describe, compare and evaluate music using musical vcaboualry
I know how to explain why I think music is successfully and unsuccessful
I know how to suggest improvements to my own work and that of others
I know how contrast the work of a famous composer with another and explain my preferences 
Skills
Breathe in the correct place when singing
Maintain my part whilst others are performing their part
Improvise within a group using melodic and rhythmic phrases
Change sounds or organise them different to change effect
Compose music which meets a specific crietria
Use notation to record groups of pitches
Use my music diary to record aspects of the composition process 

French French HY scheme of work French HY scheme of work French HY scheme of work French HY scheme of work French HY scheme of work French HY scheme of 
work

I can hold a simple conversation eith at least 4 exchanges
I use my knowledge of grammar o speak correctly
I understand a short story or factual text and note the main points
I use the context to work unfamlair words
I can write a paragraph of 4-5 sentences
I subsitiute words and phrases 

Forest School Mel Mel Mel

PSHCE
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